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Preface

Antenna systems are a fundamental part of communication satellite systems. Antenna technology has a long
development  history  beginning with the  fundamental  experiments  performed  by  Hertz  in the  1880s,  the
development of broadcast antennas in the 1920s where fundamental concepts of antenna pattern shaping and
array synthesis began, the microwave technology demonstrated during World War II, and today’s technology
and analysis capabilities. Antenna technology has had a significant impact not only on communication systems
but also in radar, remote sensing, and other applications.

Antenna  technology  is  extensively  documented  in IEEE publications  and  those  of  other  organizations,
including the Antenna Measurement Techniques Association. A number of excellent textbooks are available
to educate future antenna developers, and a variety of books address specific antenna technologies. This book
describes  the  way in which antenna  technology is  used in communication satellite  systems.  The  book is
motivated by a belief that practicing system designers and technology developers would benefit from a system
view of antenna applications, a description of antenna technology, and guidance on methodologies needed in
their evaluation. On an educational level, the material would be suitable for academic courses on applications
of antenna technology to systems that have a major importance worldwide.

The material in this book has evolved from an innumerable collection of people spanning the development
history  and application of anten-nas.  The  technology heritage  is  very  rich, spanning a  variety  of system
applications, innovative designs, well-developed analysis capabilities, and instrumentation and measurement
facilities.  Future system development and application likewise depend on the efforts  of a large number of
people. Clearly, this publication is indebted to the efforts of many. On a personal level, the author is likewise
indebted to  many people, including peers, members  of professional  organizations, and the  contractor and
customer communities. One of life’s riches is the opportunity to benefit from lively
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technical  debate, learn and teach, collaborate, and create  and evolve  in a  technology area  as  vibrant  as
antennas and their system applications. The enthusiasm and encouragement of Wendy Rinaldi of McGraw-Hill
and the careful editing of Madhu Bhardwaj and her colleagues are gratefully acknowledged.
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Introduction

Satellite systems have had a profound effect on worldwide information dissemination. Early systems provided
proof-of-concept  demonstrations  and  established  an initial  operating capability.  System capabilities  have
greatly extended beyond these early system designs in ways that were not foreseen at the inception of satellite
systems.  Early  systems  and  technology  available  at  that  time  provided  limited  service  to  large  ground
terminals  and then dissemination by terrestrial  means  to system users.  Today, a  wide ranging number of
services  are  available  to  individual  system users  having relatively  modest  user equipment  requirements.
Future system designs will continue to extend the services available to system users in ways that are not
grasped today.

Existing satellite  system maturity  has  been made  possible  by  a  wide  range  of  enabling technologies.
Today’s  launch vehicle,  solar  power arrays,  and  attitude  stability  technologies  have  resulted  in satellite
capabilities that could not have been imagined by early satellite developers. Today’s satellite lifetimes greatly
exceed those of the early satellites and often their own projected lifetimes. Electronic technologies likewise
have made possible the development of capable systems for both the space and user segments comprising
satellite systems. The development and demonstration of modulation formats and multiple access techniques
that allow a collection of users to share satellite resources have had major roles in providing efficient and
reliable  communications  for a  multitude  of system users  and applications.  Antenna  systems  have greatly
increased in sophistication. Space segment antennas provide high gain capabilities to ease user requirements;
can spatially isolate different portions of the field of view allowing the available spectra to be reused; and can
mitigate interference. Of all the technologies used in the space segment, antenna systems are the most diverse
as a result of different operating frequencies and system requirements. User segment antenna designs are also
diverse, ranging from handheld designs for low data rate applications to very large ground terminals for high
data rate transfer. The escalating
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number of system users demand attention to cost-effective designs and economies of production to control
system acquisition costs.

Future satellite systems will not only replenish existing capabilities but also provide capabilities that cannot
be clearly envisioned today. While today’s satellite system technologies are highly capable, future designs
will benefit by development and further refinements and efficiencies. Technology evolution will continue to
contribute to systems having additional capabilities and flexibilities, as well as reduced weight and power
requirements  and acquisition costs.  This  evolution will  extend over all  the  diverse  technologies  used  in
satellite systems. In addition to component evolution, other developments in modulation, multiple access, and
network techniques can also be envisioned. Utilization of software and digital technologies will also increase
in future system designs. Like these other technologies, satellite antenna systems will continue to evolve to
satisfy the objectives of future system designs.

Communication satellites  have  been developed  for  both commercial  and  military  applications  and  the
objectives  of  their  applications  differ.  Commercial  systems  are  configured  to  serve  particular  market
segments and are intended to provide as much system capacity from the available frequency allocation as
possible. These considerations result in system designs that have relatively fixed coverage requirements and
techniques to expand system capacity by reusing the same frequency spectra. Serving the required coverage
with multiple beams to isolate users in different portions of the coverage area and reusing the same frequency
subband when sufficient spatial isolation is  available is  one technique.  Another commonly used technique
uses  orthogonal  polarizations  to  communicate  independent  data  channels.  Military  systems,  by  contrast,
require the capability to respond to capacity and coverage needs  that change over the satellite’s  lifetime
because of evolving geopolitical requirements. Additionally, military users have long had concerns regarding
intentional interference or jamming. Techniques to protect systems from interference have been developed and
used operationally.

While  commercial  and  military  systems  have  differing  objectives,  both  share  common development
requirements. Independent of the application, SWaP, size, weight, and power, are of paramount importance for
the space segment. Reliability is also essential and extensive system testing and redundant components are
required to assure satisfying orbital lifetime objectives.  Acquisition cost is  another critical factor.  As the
number of system users continues to increase, providing sufficient performance to reduce user requirements
and permitting the development of cost-effective user segment designs are the most important areas of system
design and planning. Testing is an essential part of system development, and as the number of users continues
to
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increase, techniques  to  test  on a  production basis  must  be  developed.  These  issues  will  have  increased
importance for future system designs as the level of complexity increases and the number of system users
continues to grow.

System design is an iterative process, and the amount of iteration will grow as system complexity and the
number of users continues to increase. The system design process illustrated in Fig. 1 indicates the iterative
nature that must be addressed by system planners. At a top level, system-level objectives define the user data
transfer and coverage requirements, the frequency allocations to be used, and preliminary assessments of G/T
and  ERP (effective  radiated  power)  constraints  for  both the  space  and  user  segments.  These  top-level
requirements are used to develop system design concepts based on preliminary assessments of performance
capabilities for the space and user segments. A most important and fundamental part of system definition is
questioning and understanding the impacts of system requirements.  As the system definition proceeds, the
requirements  will evolve as  necessary to configure viable system designs.  The importance of questioning
system requirements  cannot be overstated.  The system design concepts  are compared with launch vehicle
constraints  for the  space segment and compared with production costs  for the  user segment.  Technology
estimates play a major role in these preliminary system designs and development risk for implementation must
be  addressed.  Other  choices  that  are  examined  at  this  time  are  modulation formats  to  be  used  in user
communications and multiple access techniques that allow users  to share the space segment resources.  A
significant number of system tradeoffs exist and the process iterates multiple times in developing an

Figure 1 The system design process
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acceptable system design. System design development and definition clearly must provide a balance between
the space and user segment performance requirements in deriving system-viable implementations. As system
capabilities increase and afford increased service requirements to service a greater number of system users,
this iterative process becomes more complex and extensive.

While  the  system planning  and  development  process  is  ongoing,  the  capabilities  of  many  different
technologies are also assessed in support of the system definition. The scope of this effort likewise becomes
more extensive as system design complexity increases. Design implementation choices, such as the fabrication
alternatives of MMIC (monolithic microwave integrated circuits) and ASIC (application-specific integrated
circuits) implementations to support specialized needs of the system design and the use of digital technology,
are  addressed  in  selecting  the  system electronics.  System design choices  for  space  and  user  antenna
requirements  become extensive with the  complexity of requirements  and technology alternatives.  Antenna
systems in particular afford opportunities  for creative solutions because the system requirements for each
application  differ  and  “standard”  designs  are  nonexistent.  In  addition  to  the  component  selection,  this
preliminary system definition phase needs to address testing requirements and the associated facilities needed
to evaluate not only components but integrated subsystems and systems. While many technology choices and
technical issues must be addressed, acquisition costs must also be examined and tradeoffs in system design
evaluated on a cost basis. System definition is a multifaceted undertaking that requires careful assessments of
requirements, technology alternatives, the allocation of resources, and economic impacts.

Antenna  technology to support  system definition and development has  a  major role  in devising viable
system designs. System development, to date, has demonstrated a diverse antenna technology base to meet
requirements  for  specific  system applications.  This  antenna  technology  base  has  greatly  contributed  to
existing system capabilities.  Future  system designs  will  continue  to  generate  even more  diverse  antenna
designs  and  extend  component-level  antennas  to  antennas  integrated  into  system-level  designs.  Much
opportunity exists  here to develop creative solutions for future system needs.  This  book was prepared to
provide guidance for future communication satellite antenna developments and endeavors to provide a system
background to assist  system planners  and technology developers.  Such development requires  insight  into
system architectures, antenna technology alternatives, and methods  to evaluate both their component- and
system-level performance.

The organization of the book has the following format.  An overview of the parameters that characterize
antennas is presented to provide a basis to quantify antenna performance. Antenna technology required
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in communication satellite systems is described in some detail. System architectures for both the space and
user segment are reviewed so that antenna interfaces with system designs are understood. Practical system
designs  must assess  propagation limitations  and link analyses  that determine the  capabilities  afforded by
candidate system designs.  The increased number of communication, radar, and navigation services and the
substantial  increase  in user demands  for these  services  result  in potential  interference  between systems.
Future  system designs  therefore  will  require  increased  design attention to  interference  susceptibility  and
include  techniques  to  mitigate  interference.  Space  and  user  segment  antenna  technologies  are  separately
addressed,  and  technology  applications  to  satisfy  typical  system requirements  are  discussed.  Antenna
performance evaluations must address facility alternatives and techniques to provide meaningful assessments
of their performance. The processes used in the development and characterization of antenna systems are then
reviewed.
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development of, ix
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Antenna technology (continued)
narrow coverage antennas, 35–41
wide coverage antennas, 26–32

Antenna testing, xii–xiii, 225–274
(See also Space segment antenna testing;
User segment antenna testing)
adaptive, 257–262
and antenna tracking, 266–272
of antennas with integrated electronics, 262–266
facilities for, 226–238
gain standards for, 243–244
instrumentation for, 241–243
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ASIC (see Application-specific integrated circuits)
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Automatic gain control (ACG), 27–28, 153, 156
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B
Backdoor illumination, 146
Backlobe performance (wide coverage antennas), 29, 32
Beacon alignment technique, 48–49
Beam(s):

arrangement of, in multiple-beam antennas, 172–173
multiple-beam antennas, 171–180
repositioning of (adaptive uplink antennas), 184–187
spot beam antennas, 168–171

Beam scanning, 38
Beamforming:

in multiple-beam antennas, 180
by networks, 150

Beamsteering (point-to-point antennas), 193
Beamwidth (�hp), 5–6
BER (see Bit error rate)
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Binary-phase-shift-keying modulation (see BPSK modulation)
Bit error rate (BER), 125–127, 152, 155, 243
BITE capabilities (see Built-in test equipment capabilities)
Boresight measurements (antenna tracking), 266–268
Boresight towers, 308
BPSK (binary-phase-shift-keying) modulation, 127
Built-in test equipment (BITE) capabilities, 152, 300, 302, 303, 307
Burnout (LNAs), 156–157

C
C (combining efficiency), 45–46
Calibration (survey equipment), 142
Cancellation, adaptive interference, 162–165, 177, 207–209
Cassegrain configuration, 37, 38, 200, 212
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Cave (average combining efficiency), 46
CCIR recommendations, for sidelobe envelopes, 201–202
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CDMA systems (see Code division multiple access systems)
CDR (see Critical design review)
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subband, 80, 81
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Closed-loop antenna tracking, 57–60, 268–272
Co-channel interference, 138–139
Code division multiple access (CDMA) systems, 129, 200
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Commercial Orbital Transportation Services (COTS) products, 301
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Communication satellites, applications of, xii–xiii
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Control system response, in closed-loop tracking evaluations, 270
Corona, 293–294
Corporate feed structure (array antennas), 42
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areas of, 80–81
irregular, 169–171
spot, 177–178, 181–182
of TT&C antennas, 27

Critical design review (CDR), 282, 304
Cross track sampling, 56–57
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Crossover (multiple-beam antennas), 175–176
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Cygnus, 307

D
D (directivity), 4–5
DEADEN (DEterministic ADaptive Environmental Nuller) technique, 164
Delay spread, 210
Demonstration testing, 300

(See also Development testing)
Deployable surfaces, for reflector antennas, 40
Design(s):

of adaptive antenna, 183, 257–258
antenna, 25
critical design review, 282, 304
hat coupler, 285
IRIDIUM array design, 176–177
monopulse feed design, 60–65
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Preliminary Design Review, 282, 304
process of, xiii–xiv
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ofsystems, xiii–xiv

DEterministic ADaptive Environmental Nuller (DEADEN) technique, 164
Development testing:
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Dielectric lens antennas, 40
Difference beam, in closed-loop antenna tracking, 57–58
Difference pattern null depth (ND), 62
Difference patterns, evaluations of, 269
Digital beamforming techniques, 85–87
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Digital transponders, 75, 85–89
Diode detectors, 221
Diode limiters, 157–158
Diplexers, 32–33, 96–97
Directivity (directive gain) (D), 4–5
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E
Earth coverage antennas, 32–35
Earth links, 93
Eb (energy per bit), 130
Effective aperture (Ae), 4
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Effective radiated power (ERP), 22, 23
of active aperture antennas, 189–191
of antenna systems, 297
of array antennas, 42
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of active aperture antennas, 189–190
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aperture size for, 177
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limitations of, 108–125
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propagation impairments of, 105, 106
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Electroforming, 207
Electromagnetic interference/electromagnetic compatibility (EMI/EMC), 137

in development testing, 284, 285, 291, 305
susceptibility standards for, 146–148
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Electrostatic discharge (ESD), 284, 286, 291, 294–295
EMI/EMC (see Electromagnetic interference/electromagnetic compatibility)
Energy per bit (Eb), 130
Environmental requirements (space segment antennas), 285–286, 288–289
Equalization (reflector antennas), 211
ERP (see Effective radiated power)
Error correction encoding, 127–128
Errors

(See also Bit error rate)
in amplitude, 61–62
in closed-loop antenna tracking, 58
coherent error statistics, 15–18
in gain level, 254

ESD (see Electrostatic discharge)
Extremely high frequency systems (see EHF systems)

F
Far field, 2
Far field ranges, 227–233
Far field separation, 3, 227–228
Faraday rotation, 107
Fast Fourier transform (FFT), 86
FDMA (see Frequency division multiple access systems)
Feed blockage loss (Lb), 36
Feed systems (point-to-point antennas), 193–194
FFT (fast Fourier transform), 86
Field of view (FOV):

extension of, for acquisition, 65–70
of multiple-beam antennas, 172, 176–177
subtended by the earth, 100

Field probing, 308
Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA), 87, 215
Filtering:

at IF vs. RF level, 153
Kalman filtering technique, 94, 213
to mitigate interference, 159
out-of-band, 139

First article compliance, 299
Fixed pointing techniques, 51
Flux density values (of stars), 244
Footprint values, for spot beam antennas, 168
Fore antenna, 27–28



Fourier transform, 3, 239
FOV (see Field of view)
FPGA (see Field Programmable Gate Array)
Frequency(-ies):

and link performance, 130–131
operation of reflector antennas at multiple, 38–39

Frequency division multiple access (FDMA) systems, 128, 200
Frequency hopping, 128
Frequency independent antennas, 29
Frequency plan, 80, 81
Frequency reuse, 160, 178
Frequency translating transponders, 74–84
Friis transmission formula, 129–130
Front door illumination, 146

G
G (antenna gain), 3–4, 158
Gain level, 5–6

absolute, 230–232, 243
of array antennas, 41–42
errors in, 254
of high-gain antennas, 44–49
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of multiple-beam antennas, 171–174
of space segment antennas, 130
standards for, 243–244

Gain loss (LTol), 39–40
Gain partitioning, 154
Geosynchronous satellites, 32, 43

crosslink operation with, 92–93
limitations of, 99
step track for, 55

GPS (global positioning system):
monitors for on-orbit performance of, 214–217
satellites, 43–44
user antennas, 26

Graceful degradation, 43
Grating lobes (array antennas), 28, 44, 48
Gregorian configuration, 37
Ground terminals, for on-orbit measurements, 291
Ground-based radiometer, 117–119
G/T level:

of antenna systems, 297
comparative measurements of, 308
of GPS monitoring antenna, 215
of integrated antennas, 262–263
radio source measurements of, 244–247
as system figure of merit for antennas, 18–19, 22–23
for user segment, 305

H
Hat coupler designs, 285, 287
Hertz, Heinrich, ix
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High-gain antennas, arrays of, 44–49
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Horn antennas, 32, 33

rolled edge, 33–35
for sidelobe control, 202
standard gain, 243–244

Hub and spoke arrangement, 74
Hybrid antenna networks, 61–64
Hydrometeors, 113–124

I
I (received inference), 159
IF (instantaneous frequency) level, filtering at, 153
Illumination errors, on far field ranges, 231–232
Illuminators:

for adaptive antenna testing, 260
for closed-loop antenna tracking, 270–271
for compact ranges, 233–234
for far field ranges, 229–230

Impedance, 1–2, 12–18
Implementation loss (receivers), 152
Incident level monitors, 218–222
Installation testing, 307
Instantaneous frequency (IF) level, filtering at, 153
Instrumentation, for antenna testing, 241–243
Integrated electronics, antennas with, 262–266, 288
Integration/acceptance testing, 300, 303
INTELSAT VI, 239
INTELSAT VII/VIIA, 81–82
Intentional interference, 137–139



Interference, 137–165
(See also Signal to noise + interference)
antenna response to, 149–151
co-channel, 138–139
environment for, 138–149
examination of sources in, 144–146
and frequency translating transponders, 76–77, 79–80
out-of-band, 151, 153
receiver response to, 149
site surveys of, 139–144
terrestrial, 138, 140

Interference mitigation, 159–165
adaptive interference cancellation, 162–165
with low sidelobe antennas, 161–162
spread spectrum modulation, 128, 160–161

Interference power, 247–249
Interference susceptibility analyses, 149–159

antenna response in, 150–151
link analyses in, 158–159
and receiver damage, 156–158
receiver response in, 151–156

Interference-to-signal ratio (I/S), 158
International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR), 25
IRIDIUM array design, 176–177
Irregular coverage (spot beam antennas), 169–171
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Isolation:
in multiple beam antennas, 174–175
polarization, 12, 13

Isotherm height, 116
ITALSAT multiple beam transponder, 84–85, 171, 175–177
ITAR (International Traffic in Arms Regulations), 25

J
Jamming, 137–138

K
Kalman filtering technique, 94, 213
Key performance parameters (KPPs), 290

L
L (system loss), 159
Large ground terminal antennas, 98, 299–300, 306–308
Launch phase, TT&C antennas in, 27–29
Launch processing, 218
Lb (feed blockage loss), 36
Lens antennas, 40–41
LEO (low earth orbit), 99
Light bulb testing, 282–283
Link analyses, 131, 158–159
Link impairments, for frequency translating transponders, 79
LNA (see Low noise antenna)
Location, minimization of differences in, 187–188
Loss:

feed blockage loss, 36
gain loss, 39–40
implementation, 152
path, 246–247
radio frequency insertion, 153
return, 14–16
system, 159

Low earth orbit (LEO), 99
Low noise antenna (LNA), 18–21, 154, 156
LTol (gain loss), 39–40

M
Main beam alignment verification, 66–68
Measurement uncertainty:

for compact ranges, 238
for far field ranges, 231–233
of near field sampling, 240–241
in on-orbit GPS monitoring systems, 217
of radio source techniques, 253–256

Mechanical testing, 289, 305–306
Medium earth orbit (MEO), 99
Memory technology, in transponders, 75, 86
MEO (medium earth orbit), 99
Message routers, for multiple-beam antennas, 178–179
Microstrip patch antenna elements, 219–221
Microwave systems, 137
Military applications (of satellites), xii
Minimum antenna element separation, 45



Mission control assets, 212–222
incident level monitors, 218–222
monitors for on-orbit GPS performance, 214–217
stations, 213–214

MMIC (see Monolithic microwave integrated circuits)
Modulation:

BPSK, 127
8PSK, 127
Passive intermodulation, 40, 284, 286, 291, 293
QPSK, 127
Spread spectrum, 128, 160–161
and system performance, 125–129

Molecular absorption, 108–113
Monitoring antenna (GPS systems), 215
Monolithic microwave integrated circuits (MMIC), xiv, 83
Monopulse feed designs (antenna tracking), 60–65
Monopulse tracking (see closed-loop antenna tracking)
Monte Carlo simulations:

in adaptive antenna design, 183, 257–258
in adaptive system development, 164–165
in interference scenarios, 149

MRR (manufacturing readiness review), 282
Multimode aperture designs (monopulse antenna feeds), 64–65
Multimode feed designs, 60
Multipaction, 293–294
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Multipath environments, for user segment antennas, 200
Multiple-beam antennas, 168, 171–180

architecture and applications of, 179–180
crossover and sidelobe levels of, 175–176
field of view of, 176–177
gain level of, 171–174
isolation between beam positions in, 174–175
message routers for, 178–179
within spot sizes, 177–178

N
Narrow coverage antennas, 35–41
NASA, 214
ND (difference pattern null depth), 62
Near field:

interference in, 144–145
sampling in, 238–241

Network analyzers, 241–242
No (noise spectral density), 130
Noise background, for UHF systems, 107–108
Noise power (Pn1), 244–247
Noise power ratio (NPR), 77–78
Noise spectral density (No), 130
Noise temperature (Tn), 20

of antennas, 19–20, 252
and molecular absorption, 110–113
radio source techniques for, 250–253
of receivers, 20, 251, 254–255
of systems (see System noise temperature)

NPR (noise power ratio), 77–78

O
Offset reflectors:

for point-to-point antennas, 192–193
for sidelobe control, 202, 203, 206
for spot beam antennas, 170
for user segment, 212

On-orbit GPS performance, monitors for, 214–217
On-orbit testing, 274, 279–283, 290–291
Open-loop antenna tracking, 51–53
Orthogonal polarizations, 8, 120
Out-of-band filtering requirements, 139
Out-of-band interference, 151, 153

P
Parameters, antenna (see Antenna parameters)
Passive intermodulation (PIM), 40, 284, 286, 291, 293
Path loss, 246–247
Payload testing, 290
PDR (see Preliminary Design Review)
Phase compensation tolerance, 46–47
Phase imbalance, 63–64
Phase ripples, 14, 15
PIM (see Passive intermodulation)
Pn1 (noise power), 244–247
Point-to-point antennas, 192–194
Polarization, 8–12

of difference antennas, 68–69



on far field ranges, 228–229
orthogonal, 8, 120
of reflector antennas, 38
of user segment antennas, 199

Polarization efficiency (�p), 9–12
Polarization isolation, 12, 13
Polarization reuse, 160
Power density (Pd), 2

of compact vs. far field ranges, 233
finding interference sources using, 144–146
of incident signal level monitors, 218
in link analysis, 129

Pr (see Received power)
Preliminary Design Review (PDR), 282, 304
Prime focus configuration (reflector antennas), 36, 37
Program tracking techniques, 51–53
Propagation limitations, 106–125

EHF limitations, 108–125
ionospheric, 106–108

Pseudo-monopulse tracking, 58

Q
QPSK (quadrature-phase-shift-keying) modulation, 127
Qualification testing:

for space segment antennas, 279–283
for user segment antennas, 300, 302–303

Quasi-compact ranges, 237
Quiet zones, for antenna testing, 226
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R
R (see Axial ratio;

Range)
Radiation integral, 3
Radio frequency (RF) cycle, 1
Radio frequency (RF) digital beamforming, 87
Radio frequency (RF) insertion loss, 153
Radio frequency (RF) performance:

in antenna testing, 226
development phase testing of, 284–285
for space segment antennas, 278–279
systems to measure, 213
for user segment, 304–306

Radio source techniques, 244–257
interference power, 247–249
measurement uncertainty with, 253–256
noise power measurements, 244–247
noise temperature measurements, 250–253
radio stars as basis for, 244
recommended process for, 249
and spectrum analyzer noise, 249–250
testing of large ground antennas with, 307

Radio stars, 244
Radiometer, ground-based, 117–119
Radomes, 120–122
Rain (see Hydrometeors)
Rain rate, 114–116
Rake receivers, 200
Range (R) (satellites), 101
Rate-corrected step track, 55–56
Receive antennas:

active, 242–243
arrays of, 264–265

Received inference (I), 159
Received power (Pr), 4, 129, 218
Receiver noise temperature (Trec), 20, 251, 254–255
Receivers, 97–98

damage to, 156–158
design of, 154
for incident signal level monitors, 219–222
response to interference by, 149, 151–156
signal detection performance for, 126
tracking, 65–66

Reference antennas (GPS systems), 215–216
Reflector antennas, 35–41

equalization requirements for, 211
high-gain dual, 37–38
for spot beam coverage, 169
testing methods for, 298–299
in user segment, 198

Regenerative repeater transponders, 75, 82–85
Rephasing (array antennas), 43
Required angle correction (��), 53–54
Resolution, angular, 183–184
Return loss (RL), 14–16
Rolled edge cavity antenna, 30–31
Rolled edge horn antennas, 33–35

S
Satellite beacon, for measuring weather effects, 117, 119



Satellite commanding, by TT&C subsystem, 94–95
Satellite transmitters (frequency translating transponders), 76
Satellites:

commercial vs. military applications of, xii–xiii
effect of, xi
future of, xii
Geosynchronous satellites (see Geosynchronous satellites)
GPS, 43–44
TDRS, 214

Scalar network analyzers, 241
Sector blanking, 140–141, 159
Sensitivity, 2
Separation requirements:

of adaptive uplink antennas, 183
of far field antennas, 227–228
for size diversity, 123

Shaping:
of high-gain dual reflector antennas, 37–38
of reflectors for user segment, 199

Sidelobe(s):
of adaptive antennas, 207–208
alignment of, 66
control of, 201–207
and interference susceptibility, 151
of multiple-beam antennas, 175–176
and terrestrial interference, 140
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Sidelobe antennas, 161–162
Sidelobe cancellar design (adaptive antennas), 259–260
Signal acquisition, and antenna tracking, 65–70
Signal to noise + interference (SNIR), 149–151, 155, 158, 174, 183, 210
Site surveys (of interference), 139–144
Size diversity, 123–124
Small reflector antennas, 34
SNIR (see Signal to noise + interference)
Space segment antenna(s), xi, 167–194

active aperture, 188–191
adaptive uplink, 180–188
array antennas as, 42
multiple-beam, 171–180
point-to-point, 192–194
spot beam, 168–171
user segment antennas vs., 197

Space segment antenna testing, 278–296
development phase of, 283–286
EMI/EMC issues, 295–296
ESD susceptibility measurements, 294–295
on-orbit testing, 290–291
as process, 279–283
qualification phase of, 286–290
transmitter issues, 292–294
vehicle interaction in, 291–292

Space segment architectures, 74–95
crosslinks and earth links as, 91–93
digital transponders in, 85–89
direct broadcast, 89–91
frequency translating transponders in, 75–82
regenerative repeater transponders in, 82–85
TT&C subsystems of, 93–95

Spectrum:
analyzers, 141, 159, 249–250
spread spectrum modulation, 128, 160–161

Spike leakage, 157–158
Spot beam antennas, 168–171
Spot coverage areas, multiple-beam antennas for, 177–178, 181–182
Spread spectrum modulation, 128, 160–161
SRR (see System Requirements Review)
Standard gain horn antennas, 243–244
Stations, as mission control asset, 213–214
Step track technique, 53–57
Sum beam, in closed-loop antenna tracking, 57–58
Sum patterns, evaluations of, 269
Sustainment testing, 301, 303
System architectures, 73–102

orbital alternatives for, 98–102
for space segment, 74–95
for user segment, 95–98

System evaluations, 225, 277–308
for space segment, 278–296
for user segment, 296–308

System loss (L), 159
System noise temperature (T), 18–21

errors in, 254–256
from radio source techniques, 250

System performance, 105–133
link analyses for projection of, 129–133
and modulation, 125–129
multiple access methods in, 128–129
propagation limitations, 106–125

System planning and development, assessment of technologies for, xiv
System Requirements Review (SSR), 282, 304
System temperature (Ts), 252–253



Systems design, as iterative process, xiii–xiv

T
Tant (see Antenna noise temperature)
Tap tests, 289
Taurus, 307
TDMA systems (see Time division multiple access systems)
TDRS satellites, 214
Technology (see Antenna technology)
Telemetry, Tracking and Control (TT&C) antennas:

function of, 73
vehicle interaction for, 291–292
wide coverage antennas in, 25–32

Temperature:
noise (see Noise temperature)
System temperature (Ts), 252–253

Terminal impedance, 1–2
Terrestrial interference, 138, 140
Test facilities, 226–238

for adaptive antenna testing, 258–260
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Test facilities (continued)
compact ranges, 233–238
far field ranges, 227–233
for space segment antennas, 281–282

Test plans:
for space segment, 280–281
for user segment, 302

Testing, antenna (see Antenna testing)
Thermal vacuum tests, 285, 289
�hp (beamwidth), 5–6
Thinned arrays, 41, 182–183
Three-antenna method (near field sampling), 239–240
Time division multiple access (TDMA) systems, 129, 200
Tn (see Noise temperature)
Tracking (see Antenna tracking)
Tracking receivers, 65–66
Transmit antennas:

active, 242–243
arrays of, 265–266

Transmitters:
of frequency translating transponders, 76
interference from, 146
space segment testing of, 292–294

Transponders, 73
digital, 85–89
frequency translating, 75–82
regenerative repeater, 82–85

Trec (see Receiver noise temperature)
Triple point, 171–172
Ts (system temperature), 252–253
TT&C antennas (see Telemetry, Tracking and Control antennas)

U
UHF (ultra high frequency):

factors that limit operation, 107–108
propagation impairments of, 105, 106

Uncertainty, measurement (see Measurement uncertainty)
Uniform plane waves, for antenna testing, 226
User power control, 79
User segment antenna(s), xi–xii, 197–222

adaptive, 207–212
mission control assets of, 212–222
sidelobe control of, 201–207
technology used by, 198–201

User segment antenna testing, 296–308
basic parameters for, 297–298
class-dependent methodologies for, 298–300
of large ground terminal antennas, 306–308
as process, 300–304
requirements for, 304–306

V
Vector network analyzers, 241–242
Vehicle interaction, in antenna testing, 291–292
Verification matrix:

for development testing, 285
for space segment antennas, 279–280
for user segment antennas, 301

Very small aperture terminals (VSAT) applications, 74, 198, 299
Voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR), 14–17, 298



VSAT applications (see Very small aperture terminals applications)
VSWR (see Voltage standing wave ratio)

W
Waterfall curves, 126
Waveguide lens antennas, 40–41
Weather effects, 114, 116, 117–119
Wet antennas, minimizing effects of, 120–125
Wide coverage antennas, 26–32
World War II, ix, 114
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